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PLAYA DEL CARMEN 

...A Bohemian 

offering true to 

the spirit of 
Adventure 

Diving...

Whale Sharks!!!! 

July 9 - 16, 2019   

PLAYA DEL CARMEN, 
MEXICO 

We’ve all heard diving yore, of  trips that were true 
adventures ... less travelled destinations, diving the 
‘way it used to be,’  a motel off  the beaten path, 

exploring new dive sites, and wearing the same t-shirt 
for the week? Ok, change the shirt but let's go dive 
and enjoy the camaraderie while immersed in the 

culture of  the Yucatan! 

Tuesday: 
Arrive PDC , explore the exciting market & 
settle into Mom’s Hotel, (quaint boutique 
accommodations) before we head for dinner 
on the beach! 

Wednesday thru Saturday 
Days begin with a short walk to a cafe like 
Casa Toucan for an incredible breakfast of  
toasted breads, local jams & cafe con leche ... 
then we hop into the boat and we’re off  for a 
day of  incredible diving!!!! 
You will enjoy the beauty of  Playa’s reef  
system on dives such as Jardines, Snapper 
Cave and Tortugas.  On our dives, expect to 
see Rays, Turtles and many juvenile fish of  
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turtles abound on Tortuga reef

calavera cenote.... reef  diving galore 
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DAILY DIVE OFFERINGS include 
two dives per day, ocean dives.  
onSunday, Cenote dives. Monday we 
will snorkel with the Whale sharks!  

REEF DIVES exploring the Ocean 
with Andrea’s dive leaders. Turtles and 
rays abound. Sightings of  multiple sea 
horses & occasional juvenile trunk fish 
(a floating, impossible, polka dotted 
bubble) are increasing! 

We drift dive in the slow paced 
currents, and just enjoy the ride! The 
boat is compact; the sea, immense. 
Playa Del Carmen presents the eye 
with an amazing palate of  blues and 
turquoise against the white sandy 
beach.  
Our favorite dives are Tortugas, Pared 
Verde, Jardines, and well, just the sea. 
TDS has some deeper dives we can 
dive if  anyone is up for more 
adventure! 

CENOTE DIVES  on Sunday, are led 
by a trained guide.	Our favorites 
include Dos Ojos and Casa Cenote.  
The cenotes provide an awesome 

adventure and opportunity to view 
haloclines and speliotherms, and the 
beauty of  diving what once was a huge 
dry cave, now collapsed. 

WHALE SHARK EXCURSION: 

Motor out past Isla Mujeres, 
jump in and viola! Whale Sharks 
& Mantas!!!! 

OR 
LAND BASED TOURS if  diving is 
not on your list for the day, explore the 
Mayan Ruins, trek into the jungle, 
swim with dolphins, snorkel, or sit on 
the lovely beach and watch the tourists. 
Andrea & Isa will graciously point us in 
the right direction as to which group 
to utilize for your needs. 

COST: $1450/per person and if  
we have more than 9 divers the 
price goes down!!! 

  

Included: 
5 days of  two 
tank dives, 
7 nights stay in a 
small, very basic 
hotel 
Incredible 
Instructional 
staff  and dive 
leaders 
For an additional 
fee: Land Based 
Tours 

What’s not 
included:  

Airfare, food, 
drinks, land tours, 

and all the other 
crazy things you’re 

thinking about!

cenote dives for all levels come dive with me...please...


